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Abstract: We analyze BPS black hole attractors in the conformal 4d gauged super-
gravity formalism and apply the technique known as supergravity localization in order
to evaluate Sen’s quantum entropy function [1] in the AdS2×S2 near-horizon geometry.
Under certain assumptions, we reduce the exact expression of the functional integral to a
finite-dimensional integral for a number of supersymmetric black holes in gauged super-
gravity with AdS asymptotics subject to a holographic description via a dual field theory.
Examples include the asymptotically AdS4×S7 Cacciatori-Klemm black holes [2] in M-
theory and the asymptotically AdS5×S5 generalizations of Gutowski-Reall black holes [3]
and Benini-Bobev black strings [4] in type IIB, as well as the recently constructed asymp-
totically AdS4×S6 solutions [5, 6] in massive type IIA. Our results provide an important
first step towards a gravitational counterpart to the exact evaluation of supersymmetric
partition functions at finite N for the holographically dual field theories in these examples.ar
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1 Introduction, main procedure and summary of results
The understanding of the microscopic origin of black hole entropy is one of the important
problems that only a consistent theory of quantum gravity can answer. Historically this
problem has led to some major developments in string theory, starting with the work of
Strominger and Vafa [7] where they computed the leading Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a
class of asymptotically flat black holes. This breakthrough served as one of the inspirations
for the discovery of the AdS/CFT correspondence by Maldacena [8], and spurred an ex-
tensive research activity culminating in exact microscopic state counting formulae in string
theories compactified on tori and K3 surfaces [9, 10]. It also shed light on microstate count-
ing in string theories compactified on general Calabi-Yau 3-folds [11]. Macroscopically, the
exact evaluation of the entropy of certain asymptotically flat black holes in maximal super-
gravity, including all possible quantum corrections, was conducted in [12–14] and shown to
agree with the corresponding microscopic counting. The success of this enterprise relied on
several powerful techniques developed in well-known works such as [1, 15]. The literature
on this topic is extensive and we refer the reader to the work [12] for a list of relevant
references.
A more recent development in the field of microscopic entropy counting was initiated in
[16] where the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of supersymmetric asymptotically AdS4 black
holes [2] was reproduced by a large N evaluation of the topologically twisted index [17]
in the holographically dual ABJM theory [18]. Many related developments and general-
izations, some of which will be relevant to this work, followed both on the gravity and on
the field theory side [19–35]. Perhaps a natural endpoint of this research topic is again the
exact evaluation of the quantum entropy for this class of supersymmetric black holes. In
some of the references cited above, one can already find explicit results for the first quan-
tum corrections both on the field theory and the gravity side. To evaluate the full exact
quantum entropy however, one should consider separately the two sides of the duality since
the challenges that one faces along the way are fundamentally different.
The natural quantity to consider on the field theory side is the topologically twisted
index [17], which is in principle a well-defined quantum object for any value of the coupling
constant or the rank of the gauge group. By definition, this index counts supersymmetric
states with a certain weight, and via the statistical arguments given in [36] it corresponds
in the large N limit to the saddle-point approximation for the degeneracy of states. This
means that the macroscopic Bekenstein-Hawking entropy corresponds to an extremization
of the index in a way that can be made very precise [16, 36]. The full evaluation of the
index at finite N , although well-defined, is unfortunately a technically very challenging
problem.
The question of evaluating the exact quantum entropy is less clearly defined on the
gravity side due to our lack of a fundamental understanding of gravity’s quantum degrees
of freedom. The leading Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is unquestionably related to states
in the black hole interior, while the analysis of possible subleading contributions to the
area law due to hair degrees of freedom living outside the horizon is already non-trivial
(see [25, 32]). In this paper we try to answer a slightly simpler question, namely how to
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evaluate at a full quantum level the contribution from gravitational states strictly inside
the black hole by only considering the near-horizon geometry1.
We use the quantum entropy function formalism of Sen [1], together with the super-
gravity localization technique used by Dabholkar, Gomes and Murthy in the case of asymp-
totically flat black holes [12, 13]. We will actually see that the technical tools needed on
the gravity side have, to a large extent, already been developed in the off-shell supergravity
literature [44–47], but it is probably fair to say that a complete fundamental understanding
of the localization procedure in gravity is still lacking. Therefore we first turn our atten-
tion towards carefully describing the logic behind our calculations, before summarizing the
main results and commenting on their connection with field theory calculations.
1.1 Localization procedure
We consider Sen’s Quantum Entropy Function (QEF) [1], defined as
dmacro(p
I , qI) :=
〈
exp
(
4pi qI
∫ 2pi
0
W Iτ dτ
)〉finite
AdS2
, (1.1)
corresponding to the full Euclidean path integral of the gravitational theory on the AdS2
space arising in the black hole near-horizon geometry, with an insertion of a Wilson line
at the boundary. Here, τ is the periodic “time” coordinate of Euclidean AdS2 (hereafter
denoted as H2), the superscript ‘finite’ denotes a regularization of the divergences arising
from the non-compact nature of H2, and the W Iµ are the real Euclidean U(1) gauge fields
under which the black hole is charged. The insertion of the Wilson line is needed so that
we compute the macroscopic degeneracy in the microcanonical ensemble with fixed electric
and magnetic charges qI and p
I (in Planckian units), respectively. Note that the above
formula makes sense at a full quantum level even if we lose the strict geometric meaning
of the black hole space-times in the strong coupling regime of string theory. Thanks to
the attractor mechanism [2, 37, 38], dmacro is a function of the asymptotic charges only.
These remain well-defined in the quantum regime, which is why it makes sense to use the
microcanonical ensemble when evaluating the exact quantum degeneracy.
Following the idea of [12] and subsequent literature, here we want to use localization
techniques in the bulk theory in order to simplify substantially the functional integral
(1.1) for the AdS2×S2 near-horizon geometries2 of supersymmetric black holes in four-
1We work with the general class of BPS near-horizon solutions relevant for the Cacciatori-Klemm asymp-
totically AdS4×S7 black holes [2] which automatically gives us access to a number of other interesting black
hole embeddings in string theory. The general attractor mechanism in 4d gauged supergravity was analyzed
in [2, 37, 38], and later shown to be exhibited by: the BPS black strings with AdS5×S5 asymptotics in type
IIB [4], via a dimensional reduction to 4d [39]; the BPS rotating black holes of Gutowski-Reall [3] and their
generalizations [40–43] with AdS5×S5 asymptotics, again via dimensional reduction to 4d [24]; and the re-
cently found BPS attractors of massive type IIA theory compactified on an S6 topology [5, 6, 28, 29]. After
analysing the quantum entropy function for the general class of near-horizon geometry, we will comment
on each of these specific cases in section 6.
2Note that in general AdS black holes can have any Riemann surface Σg for the topology of the horizon,
see e.g. [48]. Keeping the discussion general is fairly straightforward, and in the off-shell formalism this is
explained in [49]. This does not lead to any complications, and therefore we just specialize to the spherical
case in this paper for clarity of some formulas.
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dimensional gauged supergravity. Before describing the procedure step by step, let us first
stress that we work in the conformal off-shell formalism of N = 2 Euclidean supergravity
recently developed in [50]. This formalism has a clear advantage, because most of our anal-
ysis is done at the level of BPS variations and can therefore be performed without relying
on the explicit form of the Lagrangian of the theory, allowing e.g. for the introduction of
arbitrary higher-derivative terms that might arise from string theory corrections.
Our main technical assumption is that we “freeze” the supermultiplet containing the
graviton field, known as the Weyl multiplet. This means that our localizing Lagrangian,
usually denoted as QlocV , and the resulting critical locus QlocV |locus = 0, does not involve
fields from the Weyl multiplet. Therefore, up to issues in the one-loop determinant of
QlocV and the integration measure along the locus which will be discussed in due course,
our procedure becomes formally equivalent to the usual rigid (equivariant) supersymmetry
localization on curved backgrounds where the matter content is provided by the supergrav-
ity theory.
Let us outline a general localization program for the problem we consider. In this
paper we will explicitly perform all but the last of the following steps:
• Step 1: Write down the supersymmetric on-shell background solution in the super-
gravity theory we consider, repeating the analysis of [47, 49] in the Euclidean case.
We fix both the supergravity multiplet and all matter multiplets to their BPS values
which additionally solve the equations of motion3.
• Step 2: Analyze the superalgebra of the fixed on-shell background, i.e. the attractor
near-horizon geometry of BPS black holes in gauged supergravity, and pick a suitable
localizing supercharge Qloc which squares to a compact isometry of H2.
• Step 3: Determine the bosonic localization locus resulting from the chosen super-
charge and associated localizing Lagrangian. For the usual choice of fermionic func-
tional V =
∑
α ψ¯αQlocψα, where the sum runs over all fermion fields of the theory,
this locus is fully characterized by the solutions of the BPS equations Qlocψα = 0.
Since we assume that the Weyl multiplet is frozen, we restrict α to label the fermions
of the matter multiplets only and solve the corresponding BPS equations.
• Step 4: Evaluate the classical supergravity action on the localization locus, introduc-
ing appropriate boundary counter-terms to cancel the divergent terms arising because
of the AdS asymptotics of the near-horizon region.
• Step 5 (to do in the future): Determine the one-loop determinant and the integration
measure entering the localized QEF and finally perform explicitly the resulting finite-
dimensional integral, if possible.
3Compared to rigid supersymmetric localization this step is equivalent to putting the field theory on a
curved space, but here we further impose the equations of motion since we are interested in evaluating an
observable in a true gravitational background.
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Notice that steps 2 through 4 are identical to the usual rigid field theory localization,
here on the non-compact space H2×S2. Step 1 has only one additional ingredient coming
from the supergravity equations of motion, while step 5 is conceptually different due to the
fact that Weyl multiplet fields may contribute to the one-loop determinant and may lead
to difficulties in defining the integration measure of the localized integral. These issues
are more carefully discussed in the concluding section of this paper, while we leave their
proper resolution as the main future direction of our work. Given the steps we perform, we
can conclude that the progress we report in this paper on the QEF of asymptotically AdS
black holes in 4d N = 2 gauged supergravity is similar to the progress originally made in
[12] for asymptotically flat black holes in ungauged supergravity.
1.2 Main result
After performing the procedure described above, we are able to write down the macroscopic
black hole degeneracy (1.1) as a constrained finite-dimensional integral4 (see (5.25)),
dmacro(p
I , qI) =
∫ +∞
−∞
(
nV∏
I=0
dφI+
2pi
)
δ(ξIφ
I
+ − 2pi) exp
[
−2pi(pIF+I (φ+) + qIφI+)]Zregind(φ+) .
(1.2)
Here, nV is the number of physical vector multiplets and the supergravity theory is uniquely
specified by the choice of a holomorphic5 prepotential F+(φ+) and constant gauging pa-
rameters ξI . The undetermined part of the above expression, Z
reg
ind(φ+), comes from the
combination of one-loop determinant and integration measure and corresponds to the as-
of-yet unfinished step 5 of the localization program outlined above.6 It will be clear that
Zregind(φ+) only gives log(Area) and other subleading contributions to the exact black hole
entropy. Its explicit form is therefore crucial for the exact evaluation of the above integral
but does not alter the saddle-point evaluation, which, as we explicitly show, gives back the
correct attractor equations and the expected area dependence of the leading Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy.
We again stress that our gravitational calculation (1.2), when evaluated precisely, cor-
responds to the macroscopic degrees of freedom of the black hole contained inside the event
horizon. It is conceivable that the full microscopic degeneracy of the black hole also in-
cludes hair degrees of freedom living outside the horizon, as already suggested in [25, 32].
Therefore, the holographic calculation of the microscopic degrees of freedom believed to
be captured by the topologically twisted index need not match our macroscopic calcula-
tion. Nevertheless we are already able to find some striking agreement with microscopic
4Note that the exponent corresponds to the classical two-derivative action on the localization locus.
Thanks to the conformal formalism, it is straightforward to include higher-derivative terms if needed,
which would only result in a change of the integrand but not of the integration domain. When considering
such higher-derivative terms, one needs to consider not only chiral superspace integrals as will be done in
this paper, but also contributions from full superspace integrals [51]. For asymptotically flat black holes,
this was done in [52].
5As carefully discussed in later sections, we use the Euclidean formalism where φI+ and φ
I
− are the
analogs of the complex vector multiplet scalars in Lorentzian supergravity.
6In the case of ungauged supergravity the analog of Zregind has been evaluated explicitly, and it takes a
very simple and compact functional form [53, 54].
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results. In particular one can already note the similarities between (1.2) and the formal
microcanonical answer for the holographically dual field theory calculation [36],
dmicro(pa, qa) =
∫ 2pi
0
(∏
a
d∆a
2pi
)
δ(
∑
a
∆a − 2pi) Z(pa,∆a) e−i
∑
a ∆aqa , (1.3)
where Z(pa,∆a) is the field theory partition function depending on the chemical potentials
∆a for a set of global U(1) symmetries, and the boundary electromagnetic charges (pa, qa)
need to be related to the bulk charges (pI , qI) with the proper normalization of the coupling
constants dictated by the AdS/CFT correspondence. Note that a leading order match
between the integrands of (1.2) and (1.3) has already been established for a number of
different holographic cases (see again footnote 1). We give more details on this already
surprising similarity between the macroscopic and the microscopic calculation in several
explicit holographic examples in section 6 and conclude with listing again carefully all the
assumptions we made in obtaining (1.2) and the steps left for future work in section 7.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the derivation of (1.2) as follows. In section 2 we
give more details on the Euclidean conformal supergravity formalism we use. In section 3
we perform steps 1 and 2 of the localization procedure, presenting the details of the on-shell
black hole solution. In section 4 we deal with the off-shell fluctuations characterizing the
localization locus of step 3, while in section 5 we perform step 4 by evaluating the classical
action on said locus. We leave some of the more technical details in the appendices, where
we also gather our conventions.
2 Euclidean conformal supergravity formalism
Throughout this paper, we make use of the Euclidean 4d N = 2 conformal supergravity
theory developed in [50], and we refer the reader to this paper for more details. This
formalism has the advantage of realizing the superconformal algebra SU∗(4|2) off-shell on
the various multiplets. Just as in the Lorentzian case, the theory is equivalent to Poincare´
supergravity upon gauge-fixing the extra conformal (super)symmetries. This gauge-fixing
makes use of two compensating multiplets: one vector multiplet, and another multiplet
which we choose to be a hypermultiplet. We will therefore consider the superconformal
theory describing the Weyl multiplet (containing in particular the graviton) coupled to an
arbitrary number nV +1 of Abelian vector multiplets and a single hypermultiplet (including
the compensators).
2.1 The Weyl multiplet
The Weyl multiplet of the theory comprises the following independent fields
W = (eµ
a, ψµ
i, bµ, Aµ, Vµij , Tab, χi, D) , (2.1)
as well as composite fields. In the gauge-fixed Poincare´ theory, the field eµ
a is the viel-
bein. The rank-2 antisymmetric tensor Tab and the real scalar field D are bosonic auxiliary
fields ensuring that the superconformal algebra closes off-shell on this multiplet. Note that,
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in Euclidean signature, the tensor Tab can be decomposed into self-dual and anti-self-dual
components T±ab, and both are real and independent
7. The other independent bosonic fields
are the dilatation gauge field bµ, the SO(1, 1)R gauge field Aµ, and the SU(2)R gauge field
Vµij . The fermionic fields are the gravitini ψµi and an auxiliary fermion, the dilatino, χi.
All fermions in the theory are symplectic Majorana spinors in Euclidean signature, and
can be further decomposed into their chiral left- and right-handed components using the
Weyl projectors (1± γ5)/2. Note that these chiral components are not related by complex
conjugation in Euclidean signature.
The various transformation rules, as well as the explicit expressions for the composite
fields and the weights of the various fields under dilatations and (chiral) SO(1, 1)R trans-
formations, can be found in [50]. For the purpose of our analysis, we will need the trans-
formations for the fermionic fields of the Weyl multiplet under Q- and S-supersymmetry,
δψµ
i = 2Dµi + 116 iTab γab γµ i − i γµ ηi , (2.2)
δχi = 124 i γ
ab /DTab 
i + 16 R(V)abij γab j − 13 R(A)ab γab γ5 i +D i + 124 Tab γab ηi , (2.3)
where i and ηi are the parameters of Q- and S-supersymmetry, respectively, and R(V)abij ,
R(A)ab are the R-symmetry curvatures. The derivative Dµ is covariant with respect to all
bosonic gauge transformations except special conformal boosts, while Dµ is fully superco-
variant. Note that in a bosonic background these two derivatives coincide, except when
acting on bµ which is the only independent field that transforms under special conformal
boosts. For later reference, we note
Dµi = (∂µ − 14 ωµab γab + 12 bµ + 12 Aµ γ5) i + 12 Vµij j , (2.4)
where ωµ
ab becomes the spin-connection in the gauge-fixed Poincare´ theory.
2.2 Matter multiplets
In addition to the Weyl multiplet, we also consider a number of matter multiplets. The Eu-
clidean vector multiplets involve two real scalar fields8 X+ and X−, a symplectic Majorana
spinor Ωi, the gauge field Wµ and an auxiliary SU(2)R triplet Y
ij ,
VI = (XI+, X
I
−, W
I
µ , Ω
i I , Y ij I) , (2.5)
where the index I runs from 0 to nV (including the compensating multiplet needed to
gauge-fix the conformal theory to Poincare´ supergravity). The auxiliary field is subject to
the (pseudo-)reality condition Y Iij := (Y
ij I)∗ = εik εjl Y kl I . The Euclidean transformation
7We use the Euclidean conventions of [50], summarized in App. A.1.
8As opposed to a single complex scalar in Lorentzian signature.
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rules under Q- and S-supersymmetry are
δXI± = ± i ¯i±Ωi I± ,
δW Iµ = ¯i+
(
γµ Ω
i I
− − 2iXI−ψµi+
)− ¯i−(γµ Ωi I+ − 2iXI+ψµi−) ,
δΩi I± = − 2i /DXI± i∓ − 12
[
Fˆ (W )∓ Iab − 14XI∓ T∓ab
]
γabi± − εkj Y ik Ij± + 2XI± ηi± ,
δY ij I = 2 εk(i ¯k+ /DΩ
j) I
− − 2 εk(i ¯k− /DΩj) I+ , (2.6)
where the± subscripts on the spinors refer to the Weyl projections, while the± superscripts
on the rank-2 tensors indicate the self-duality. Above, Fˆ (W )Iab denotes the supercovariant
field strength of the Abelian gauge field,
Fˆ (W )Iµν = 2 ∂[µW
I
ν] + ψ¯i[µγν]Ω
i I
+ − ψ¯i[µγν]Ωi I− + iXI−ψ¯µ i ψνi+ − iXI+ψ¯µ i ψνi− . (2.7)
A single Euclidean hypermultiplet contains the following fields
H = (Ai
α, ζα) . (2.8)
Here, Ai
α are local sections of an SU(2)R × Sp(1) bundle, subject to the (pseudo-)reality
condition Aiα := (Ai
α)∗ = εij Ωαβ Ajβ where Ωαβ is a covariantly constant anti-symmetric
tensor of Sp(1). The spinors ζα are symplectic Majorana according to C−1 ζ¯αT = Ωαβ ζβ,
with C the charge conjugation matrix. The transformation rules take the form
δAi
α = 2i ¯i+ ζ
α
+ − 2i ¯i− ζα− ,
δζα± = − i /DAiα i∓ − 2XI∓ tIαβ Aiβi± +Aiαηi± , (2.9)
where we have included a coupling to vector multiplets through a gauging described by
nV +1 anti-Hermitian generators tI
α
β = ξI t
α
β, with ξI the so-called Fayet-Illiopoulos (FI)
parameters. The action for hypermultiplets generically takes the form of a supersymmetric
sigma model whose target space is a hyper-Ka¨hler cone, and in this paper we will take the
cone to be flat. This implies that the gauging generators tI
α
β are constant. The coupling
to vector multiplets is also reflected in the covariant derivative of the sections,
DµAi
α = (∂µ − bµ)Aiα + 12 Vµ ij Ajα − ξIW Iµ tαβ Aiβ + fermions , (2.10)
In (2.9) and (2.10) we have absorbed the coupling constant g in the FI parameters, so that
one recovers the ungauged case by sending all the ξI to zero.
2.3 Off-shell algebra and action
The Q-supersymmetry transformations close off-shell on the Weyl and vector multiplets,
according to the following algebra[
δQ(1), δQ(2)
]
= δcgct(v
µ) + δM(εab) + δS(ηˆ
i) + δK(ΛK
a) + δgauge(θ
I) , (2.11)
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where δcgct denotes a covariant general coordinate transformation, while δM, δS and δK refer
to Lorentz, S-supersymmetry and special conformal boost transformations, respectively.
The various parameters are
vµ = 2 ¯2i γ
5γµ1
i ,
εab = − 12 i ¯2i− 1i− T−ab + 12 i ¯2i+ 1i+ T+ab , (2.12)
ηˆi = − 6i ¯[1j− 2]i− χj+ + 6i ¯[1j+ 2]i+ χj− ,
ΛK
a = − 12 i ¯2i− 1i−DbT−ba + 12 i ¯2i+ 1i+DbT+ba + 32 ¯2iγaγ51iD .
The gauge transformation δgauge is associated with the vector multiplet, and has a field-
dependent parameter,
θI = 4i ¯2i−1i−XI+ − 4i ¯2i+1i+XI− . (2.13)
We also present the commutator of a Q-supersymmetry variation with an S-supersymmetry
variation, as well as the algebra of S-supersymmetry transformations [50][
δQ(), δS(η)
]
= δM(i ¯i γ
5γabηi) + δD(−i ¯i γ5ηi) + δSO(1,1)(i ¯i ηi)
+ δSU(2)(2i ¯j γ
5ηi − δji i ¯k γ5ηk) , (2.14)[
δS(η1), δS(η2)
]
= δK(η¯2i γ
5γaηi1) .
It is well-known that on the hypermultiplet the above algebra only closes on-shell, upon
using the fermionic equations of motion. Nevertheless, we will discuss in section 4.2 how
we can close the algebra of a single supercharge (which we will take to be the localizing
supercharge) off-shell on the hypermultiplet fields.
The locally supersymmetric action of the theory under consideration is specified by
two prepotentials F±(X±), which are homogeneous functions of degree 2 in the scalar
fields, describing the coupling of the vector multiplets to the Weyl multiplet through a
chiral-superspace integral. This construction, as well as the one for hypermultiplet fields
transforming under a local gauge group, is presented in [50]. In App. A.2, we simply collect
the expressions that are needed in the following. Here we also note that it is possible to
consider more general prepotentials which include a dependence on some independent (anti-
)chiral multiplets serving as a background [50]. Upon identifying such a background with
the square of the Weyl multiplet, this generalization leads to higher-derivative terms in the
action of Euclidean 4d N = 2 supergravity. This is all familiar from the usual Lorentzian
supergravity. However, we will restrict ourselves to two-derivative actions in this paper
and thus refrain from discussing such a generalization.
3 On-shell half-BPS attractor
In this section, we recall the on-shell half-BPS attractor bosonic field configuration for the
near-horizon H2×S2 geometry of the black hole solutions in Euclidean gauged 4d N = 2
supergravity [47, 49]. This constitutes step 1 of the program outlined in the introduction.
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As explained there, we will ultimately be interested in off-shell fluctuations of matter fields
around the on-shell background presented below. Thus, in order to avoid confusion, we will
denote the on-shell values of the various matter fields Φ with a circle, Φ˚. Since we assume
that the Weyl multiplet fields do not fluctuate off-shell, we will not modify the notation for
them. After presenting the Euclidean attractor background, we discuss its supersymmetry
algebra and conduct step 2 of our program.
3.1 The Weyl multiplet
We write the H2×S2 metric in the hyperbolic disk coordinates,
ds2 = v1
(
sinh2 η dτ2 + dη2
)
+ v2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2
)
, (3.1)
where v1 and v2 are real positive constants parameterizing the sizes of the H2 and S2
spaces, respectively. We use the vielbein one-forms
e1 =
√
v1 sinh η dτ , e
2 =
√
v1 dη , e
3 =
√
v2 dθ , e
4 =
√
v2 sin θ dϕ . (3.2)
In this coordinate system, the black hole horizon sits at ηH = 0. Another coordinate
system we will use is obtained by the change of variable r := cosh η,
ds2 = v1
(
(r2 − 1) dτ2 + dr
2
r2 − 1
)
+ v2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2
)
. (3.3)
In this coordinate system, the horizon of the black hole sits at rH = 1.
The non-vanishing components of the auxiliary tensor field in the Weyl multiplet are
parameterized by two real scalars w±,
T∓12 = −w∓ , T∓34 = ±w∓ . (3.4)
For the half-BPS background, these real scalars are related to the size of H2 as [47]
v−11 = −14 w−w+ . (3.5)
The gauge-fixed Poincare´ half-BPS background is obtained by making a gauge choice for
the special conformal and SO(1, 1)R gauge symmetries. We do so by setting the dilatation
and the SO(1, 1)R gauge fields to zero,
bµ = Aµ = 0 . (3.6)
In addition, we fix the gauge for the local dilatation symmetry by choosing the so-called
D-gauge, which sets
w± = ± 2 v−1/21 , (3.7)
in accordance with (3.5). Note that this gauge choice for the background differs from what
is perhaps a more familiar one, where the Ka¨hler potential (defined in (A.19)) is set to a
constant. The advantage of using a gauge-fixing of the type (3.7) was already explained
in [12]: it allows to keep the nV + 1 vector multiplets independent, and uses the degree of
freedom associated with the conformal mode of the metric to fix the gauge instead.
The remaining bosonic fields are the auxiliary scalar D, which is given by [47]
D = −16
(
v−11 + 2 v
−1
2
)
, (3.8)
and the SU(2)R gauge field, which we discuss in the next subsection.
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3.2 Matter multiplets
As mentioned previously, we will use a single hypermultiplet compensator to ensure that
the superconformal theory is gauge-equivalent to Poincare´ supergravity. The sections Ai
α
of this hypermultiplet can be taken constant on the half-BPS background by an SU(2)R
gauge choice,
χ
−1/2
H A˚i
α = δi
α , (3.9)
where the hyper-Ka¨hler potential is defined as
χH :=
1
2 ε
ij Ωαβ A˚
α
i A˚
β
j . (3.10)
The gauge choice (3.9) breaks the local SU(2)R symmetry to a local U(1)R and identifies
the indices α, β with i, j. Hence we can choose, without loss of generality, an explicit
diagonal representation for the gauging generators in the transformations (2.9) [49],
tαβ = t
i
j := iσ3
i
j , (3.11)
where σ3 is the third Pauli matrix. This choice breaks the SU(2)R invariance of the back-
ground down to U(1). It also implies that the so-called moment maps take a simple form
on the background:
µij I := χ
−1
H ξI A˚i
α Ωαβ t
β
γ A˚j
γ = i ξI εik σ3
k
j , (3.12)
with ξI the FI parameters.
We also consider nV + 1 Abelian vector multiplets, including the conformal compen-
sator, coupled to the gravity background. The half-BPS bosonic field configuration satisfies
[49]
ξI F˚
∓ I
34 =
1
4 v
−1
2 , ξIX˚
I
∓ =
1
4 v
−1/2
1 , (3.13)
In addition, the equations of motion for the auxiliary triplet Y Iij can be derived from the
two-derivative action given in (A.18) and read
Y˚ Iij = 2χH N˚
IJµij J , (3.14)
where N˚ IJ is the inverse of the matrix
N˚IJ := F+IJ(X˚+) + F−IJ(X˚−) , (3.15)
which is built out of derivatives of the prepotentials F±.
Let us now come back to the SU(2)R gauge field sitting in the Weyl multiplet. Due to
the gauging and supersymmetry, it is related to a linear combination of the gauge fields in
the vector multiplets [49]. For the half-BPS background configuration, this imposes
Vµij = −2i ξIW˚ Iµ σ3ij . (3.16)
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In the gauge where W˚ Iη = 0, we use the background gauge field components
W˚ Iµ =
(
eI(cosh η − 1), 0, 0, −pI cos θ) , (3.17)
where eI and pI are the electric fields and the magnetic charges of the black hole solution,
respectively.9 In the bulk of this paper, we will consider so-called electric gaugings, which
means that the linear combinations of electric fields and magnetic charges are fixed,
ξIe
I = 0 , and ξIp
I = 1/2 . (3.18)
In turn, (3.17) fixes the half-BPS value of the SU(2)R gauge field. In the later stages of
the paper, we will briefly comment on more general gaugings.
For completeness, we note that with the gauging (3.18), the non-vanishing components
of the field strengths associated with the connections (3.16) and (3.17) are
F˚ Iητ = e
I sinh η , F˚ Iθϕ = p
I sin θ , R(V)θϕij = −i sin θ σ3ij . (3.19)
Let us remark that the Weyl and matter field configuration presented in this section
is in agreement with the attractor background expounded in [47, 49], up to phase factors
introduced by our Euclidean formulation.
3.3 Attractor equations
An important feature of the half-BPS background presented above are the so-called at-
tractor equations. They stem from the (super)symmetry enhancement taking place in the
near-horizon geometry of the full black hole solution [2, 37, 38]. In Euclidean signature,
the attractor equations are
2i (F˚∓ I34 − 14 X˚I∓T∓34)− Y˚ 12 I + 4 X˚I± X˚J∓ µ12 J = 0 , (3.20)
where the moment maps µij I are given in (3.12). Using the equation of motion (3.14), this
leads to the following relations,
v1 F˚
I
21 = e
I = v
1/2
1
(
X˚I+ − X˚I−
)
(3.21)
v2 F˚
I
34 = p
I = 2 v2 χH N˚
IJ ξJ . (3.22)
These are the electric and magnetic attractor equations, respectively. They will play a
central role in the following.
In the Euclidean theory, one can also define the following dual field strengths [50],
Gµν±I := ±1
e
∂LV
∂Fµν± I
, (3.23)
in terms of the Lagrangian density (A.18). With this definition we can compute, at the
two-derivative level,
G˚34
±
I = ±
[F˚∓IJ (N˚JKχH + 2 X˚J∓ X˚K± ) ξK + 12√v1 F˚±I ] , (3.24)
9Note that the constant included in W˚ Iτ is necessary for regularity at the black hole horizon ηH = 0.
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where it is understood that F˚± := F±(X˚±) and similarly for derivatives thereof.
The attractor equations (3.20) and (3.24) can be written in a manifestly covariant form
under the Euclidean electric-magnetic duality group Sp(2nV + 2; R),(
F˚34
+ I + F˚34
− I
G˚34
+
I + G˚34
−
I
)
=
1
v2
(
pI
qI
)
, (3.25)
and (
F˚34
+ I − F˚34− I
G˚34
+
I − G˚34−I
)
=
1√
v1
(
X˚I− − X˚I+
F˚−I + F˚+I
)
+ χH
(
0
ξI
)
, (3.26)
where we have introduced the electric charges qI of the black hole solution. Equation (3.25)
together with (3.24) also implies the useful on-shell relation
qI =
1
2
(F˚−IJ − F˚+IJ) pJ . (3.27)
3.4 Supersymmetry algebra and the localizing supercharge
We now turn to the Euclidean (conformal) Killing spinors associated with the attractor
geometry. These are spinor parameters for which the supersymmetry variations of the
gravitino and the auxiliary dilatino sitting in the Weyl multiplet, (2.2) and (2.3), vanish.
We relegate the details of their derivation and their explicit expressions to App. B.1. There,
we show that the on-shell half-BPS attractor background admits two complex unbroken
conformal supercharges which we parameterize by commuting spinor parameters (ξi, κi)
and (ξ˜ i, κ˜ i), Q := (ξi)†Qi + (κi)† Si and Q˜ := (ξ˜i)†Qi + (κ˜i)† Si.
We can evaluate the algebra of the unbroken supercharges starting from the off-shell
algebra (2.11) and (2.14). The result is
Q 2 = δcgct(˚vµ) + δM(˚εab) + δSU(2)(Λ˚j i) + δK(Λ˚Ka) + δgauge , (3.28)
Q˜ 2 = δcgct(˚v˜µ) + δM(˚εab) + δSU(2)(Λ˚j i) + δK(˚˜ΛKa) + δgauge , (3.29){Q, Q˜} = δM(˚λab) + δgauge , (3.30)
and the parameters on the r.h.s. are as follows,
v˚µ = −˚˜vµ = 2√
v1

|α|2 + |β|2 − ie−iτ α¯β coth η + ieiταβ¯ coth η
e−iτ α¯β + eiταβ¯
0
0
 , (3.31)
ε˚12 = − 2√
v1
(
(|α|2 + |β|2) cosh η − ie−iτ α¯β sinh η + ieiταβ¯ sinh η
)
, (3.32)
Λ˚j
i = − |α|
2 − |β|2√
v1
iσ3
i
j , (3.33)
Λ˚K
a = − ˚˜ΛKa = v1 + v2
4v1v2
v˚a , (3.34)
λ˚12 = − 4√
v1
(|α|2 − |β|2) , (3.35)
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where α and β are arbitrary complex constants parameterizing the unbroken conformal su-
percharges (see App. B.1 for details). The special conformal boost transformation and the
gauge transformation with field-dependent parameter will not be relevant in what follows,
so we refrain from giving their explicit parameters. We do expect the gauge transformation
to play a central role [53, 54] in the computation of the one-loop determinant (step 5 of
our program) for matter fields around the off-shell field configuration presented in the next
section.
Moving on to step 2 of the localization program in the introduction, we choose the
localizing supercharge Qloc parameterized by (ξ
i, κi) with β ∈ R∗ and α = 0. It squares
to the H2 isometry L0 ∼ i ∂τ and additional internal symmetries, which is consistent
with the general isometry algebra of the near-horizon geometry presented in App. B.2.
Furthermore, by splitting off the Lorentz and special conformal transformation parts of
the covariant general coordinate transformation on the r.h.s. of (3.28) and combining
them with the Lorentz and special conformal transformations parameterized by ε˚ab and
Λ˚K
a, respectively, we can write the algebra of our localizing supercharge as
Qloc
2 = Lv˚ + δSU(2)
(
1√
v1
iσ3
i
j
)
+ δgauge , (3.36)
with Lv˚ is the usual Lie derivative along the vector v˚µ = 2√v1 (1, 0, 0, 0)T. Observe that the
Lorentz and special conformal transformations cancel due to our choice of gauge for the
local Lorentz and special conformal symmetries, in which
ε˚ab − v˚µ ωµab = 0 , and Λ˚Ka − v˚µ fµa = 0 . (3.37)
Aside from the field-dependent gauge transformation inherent to (conformal) supergravity,
one should note the similarities between (3.36) and the algebra of the localizing super-
charge used for the computation of the topologically twisted index in the dual CFT3 [17].
Evidently, these similarities are in no small part due to our working hypothesis that the
Weyl multiplet, and in turn the parameters (ξi, κi), are frozen to their on-shell half-BPS
values.
4 Off-shell fluctuations
Having presented the details of the on-shell half-BPS attractor configuration, we now turn
to analyzing off-shell bosonic fluctuations around this background which annihilate the
Qloc-transformations of the various fermions in the theory. Thanks to our conformal su-
pergravity set-up, we can do so in each multiplet separately. The first step would be to
analyze the Weyl multiplet, but as we stressed in the introduction, we work under the
assumption that the Weyl multiplet fields are pinned to their on-shell values. We remind
the reader that this was indeed proven to be true for BPS black holes in ungauged su-
pergravity [55]. In addition, the consistency of our final result (1.2) with previous results
lends a certain amount of confidence in this assumption. We thus move on and consider
the bosonic fluctuations around the half-BPS background for the matter multiplet fields.
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4.1 Vector multiplets
In a bosonic background, the action of the localizing supercharge on the gaugino of a given
vector multiplet with index I = 0, . . . , nV follows from (2.6),
Qloc Ω
i I
± = −2i /DXI± ξi∓ − 12
[
F∓ Iab − 14 XI∓T∓ab
]
γabξi± − εkj Y ik Iξj± + 2XI± κi± , (4.1)
where ξi± and κi± are given in (B.21), (B.23), (B.24) and (B.25), with β ∈ R∗ and α = 0
as discussed in the previous section. Closing the variation (4.1) from the left with ξ¯j±
and κ¯j±, we obtain10 the following independent equations (note that each equation below
encodes two equations, one for each sign):
0 = 2 sinh η (i ∂3 + ∂4)X
I
± + (cosh η ∓ 1) e−iτ Y 22 I , (4.2)
0 = 2 sinh η (i ∂2 ± ∂1)XI± ± i (cosh η ∓ 1)
[
F∓ I12 ∓ F∓ I34 + 1√v1 (XI+ −XI−)∓ iY 12 I
]
, (4.3)
Using the Euclidean reality conditions
(XI±)
† = XI± , (F
I
ab)
† = F Iab , (Y
ij I)† = εikεjl Y kl I , (4.4)
we can separate these complex equations into their real and imaginary parts:
0 = 2 sinh η ∂4X
I
± + (cosh η ∓ 1) Re
[
e−iτ Y 22 I
]
, (4.5)
0 = 2 sinh η ∂3X
I
± + (cosh η ∓ 1) Im
[
e−iτ Y 22 I
]
, (4.6)
0 = 2 sinh η ∂1X
I
± , (4.7)
0 = 2 sinh η ∂2X
I
± ± (cosh η ∓ 1)
[
F∓ I12 ∓ F∓ I34 + 1√v1 (XI+ −XI−)∓ iY 12 I
]
. (4.8)
We now linearly split the bosonic fields into the sum of their background on-shell values
and off-shell fluctuations,
XI± = X˚
I
± +
1
2
(
ΣI+ ± ΣI−
)
, Y ij I = Y˚ ij I + yij I , F Iab = F˚
I
ab + f
I
ab , (4.9)
where the fluctuations Σ±, yij and fab are (pseudo-)real owing to the reality conditions
(4.4). The on-shell field configuration solves (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), and these equations
are linear in the fields so we are left with the following BPS equations on the fluctuations:
0 = sinh η ∂4
(
ΣI+ ± ΣI−
)
+ (cosh η ∓ 1) Re[e−iτ y22 I] , (4.10)
0 = sinh η ∂3
(
ΣI+ ± ΣI−
)
+ (cosh η ∓ 1) Im[e−iτ y22 I] , (4.11)
0 = sinh η ∂1
(
ΣI+ ± ΣI−
)
, (4.12)
0 = sinh η ∂2
(
ΣI+ ± ΣI−
)± (cosh η ∓ 1)[f I12 ∓ f I34 + 1√v1ΣI− ∓ i y12 I] . (4.13)
Taking a trivial linear combination of (4.12) leads to
∂τΣ
I
± = 0 . (4.14)
10One can check that closing with ξ¯jΓ and κ¯jΓ, where Γ is a rank-1 or rank-2 element of the Clifford
algebra, does not yield independent equations.
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Using this and taking τ -derivatives of the other equations leads to ∂τ (e
−iτ y22 I) = 0, which
is solved for
y22 I = eiτ (yIR + i y
I
I) , (4.15)
where yIR and y
I
I are real functions of (η, θ, ϕ). All other quantities are τ -independent. We
can now solve for yIR and y
I
I in terms of angular derivatives on Σ
I− by subtracting the upper
and lower sign equations in (4.10) and (4.11):
yIR = sinh η ∂4Σ
I
− , y
I
I = sinh η ∂3Σ
I
− . (4.16)
Using this in the sum of the upper and lower sign equations in (4.10) and (4.11), we also
obtain the following equation for the angular derivatives of ΣI±,
sinh η ∂3
[
cosh ηΣI− + Σ
I
+
]
= 0 , (4.17)
sinh η ∂4
[
cosh ηΣI− + Σ
I
+
]
= 0 . (4.18)
It remains to analyze (4.13), which encodes a system of two first-order differential
equations for the η dependence of ΣI±. Taking linear combinations, one can show that it is
equivalent to the system
0 = sinh η ∂2Σ
I
+ − 1√v1 ΣI− − f I12 − cosh η f I34 − i cosh η y12 I , (4.19)
0 = sinh η ∂2Σ
I
− +
1√
v1
cosh ηΣI− + cosh η f
I
12 + f
I
34 + i y
12 I . (4.20)
We immediately impose f I34 = 0 since the magnetic charges of the black hole are fixed at
the quantum level and cannot fluctuate off-shell. Furthermore, the fluctuations of the field
strength are constrained due to the gauging (3.16), which implies
ξIf
I
12 = 0 . (4.21)
Multiplying (4.20) by cosh η and adding (4.19) yields
sinh η ∂2
[
cosh ηΣI− + Σ
I
+
]
+ sinh2 η f I12 = 0 , (4.22)
while multiplying (4.19) by cosh η and adding (4.20) yields
sinh η ∂2
[
cosh ηΣI+ + Σ
I
−
]− sinh2 η ( 1√v1 ΣI+ + i y12 I) = 0 . (4.23)
We look for smooth and regular solutions to the BPS equations (4.17), (4.18), (4.22)
and (4.23). These solutions should furthermore respect the boundary and fall-off conditions
[56] imposed by the QEF (1.1). This implies that we can take the following Ansatz11,
ΣI− =
∞∑
k=1
CIk(θ, ϕ)
coshk η
, ΣI+ =
∞∑
k=1
DIk(θ, ϕ)
coshk η
, (4.24)
y12 I =
i√
v1
∞∑
k=1
yIk(θ, ϕ)
coshk η
, f I12 =
1√
v1
∞∑
k=2
f Ik (θ, ϕ)
coshk η
, (4.25)
11Note that there is no term proportional to cosh−1 η in fI(η), as such a term would imply a term
proportional to log(cosh η) = log r in the gauge fields, with r the radial coordinate on H2. This is forbidden
by the fall-off conditions [56].
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where CIk(θ, ϕ), D
I
k(θ, ϕ), y
I
k(θ, ϕ) and f
I
k (θ, ϕ) are real functions of the angular coordinates
and parameterize the fluctuations. In what follows, we will often suppress the angular
dependence to lighten the notation.
The BPS equations (4.22) and (4.23) provide us with relations between the various co-
efficients when analyzed order-by-order in cosh−1 η, or equivalently in 1/r in the coordinate
system (3.3) for H2. We obtain, for all k ≥ 1,
sinh2 η
[
(k − 1)(CIk +DIk−1)− f Ik
]
= 0 , (4.26)
sinh2 η
[
(k − 1)CIk−1 + kDIk − yIk
]
= 0 , (4.27)
where it is understood that we set f I1 = D
I
0 := 0. In the same way, (4.17) and (4.18) imply,
for all k ≥ 1,
sinh η ∂3
[
CIk +D
I
k−1
]
= sinh η ∂4
[
CIk +D
I
k−1
]
= 0 (4.28)
Away from the horizon η = 0, (4.26) and (4.27) are solved by
f Ik = (k − 1)(CIk +DIk−1) , (4.29)
yIk = (k − 1)CIk−1 + kDIk , (4.30)
for all k ≥ 1, and (4.28) shows that ∂3f Ik = ∂4f Ik = 0, which in turn means that the field
strength fluctuations are constant on the S2,
∂3f
I
ab = ∂4f
I
ab = 0 . (4.31)
At the horizon η = 0, the BPS equations degenerate because some of the Killing spinor
parameters vanish (see App. B.1). However, the above BPS configuration is also a solution
of (4.19) and (4.20) at the horizon and there is no topological obstruction to continue them
at the point η = 0. The result (4.31) then shows that the field strength fluctuations are
constant on the 2-sphere at every point in H2.
We stress that the BPS configuration derived in this section is non-singular. Were we to
allow for singular configurations, there could be additional contributions to the localization
manifold. We will not consider this case in this paper, although we do remind the reader
that, in the analysis of the QEF for 1/2-BPS black holes in ungauged supergravity, there
were exponentially suppressed contributions coming from stringy orbifolds of the near-
horizon geometry of the form AdS2/Zc, with c > 1 [14]. We leave the parallel analysis in
gauged supergravity for future work.
Finally, we note that the constraint on the gauge field fluctuations (4.21) can be written
as a constraint on the free parameters CIk and D
I
k,
ξI(C
I
k+1 +D
I
k) = 0 for all k ≥ 1 . (4.32)
4.2 The compensating hypermultiplet
We now discuss off-shell fluctuations of the compensating hypermultiplet. As is well-
known, the full superconformal algebra only closes off-shell on hypermultiplets after the
introduction of an infinite tower of auxiliary fields. There is, however, a technique to
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close the algebra of a single supercharge (here the localizing supercharge Qloc) off-shell
[57]. To do so, we introduce a set of 4 (pseudo-)real auxiliary fields Hi
α and find the
appropriate transformation rules so as to close the algebra of the localizing supercharge
off-shell. Explicitly, the action of Qloc in a bosonic background on the hyperino ζ
α± and the
auxiliary fields are modified compared to their on-shell formulation (2.9) as follows
Qloc ζ
α
± = − i /DAiαξi∓ − 2 ξIXI∓ tαβAiβξi± +Hiα ξˇi± +Aiακi± , (4.33)
QlocHi
α = ¯ˇξi+ /Dζα− − ¯ˇξi− /Dζα+ . (4.34)
where we introduced constrained symplectic Majorana-Weyl parameters ξˇi±. Note that the
on-shell case is recovered by setting the auxiliary scalars to zero. The localizing supercharge
Qloc closes according to (3.36) without the need to use fermionic equations of motion
provided the constrained parameters satisfy
ξ¯i+ξˇ
j
+ = ξ¯i−ξˇ
j
− ,
¯ˇξi±ξˇ
j
± = ξ¯i∓ξ
j
∓ , (4.35)
¯ˇξi±γµξˇ
j
∓ = ξ¯i±γ
µξj∓ .
These constraints have a non-trivial solution for the parameter ξi of Qloc, given by
ξˇi+ =
(cosh η − 1
cosh η + 1
)−1/2
ξi+ , ξˇ
i
− =
(cosh η − 1
cosh η + 1
)1/2
ξi− . (4.36)
Since the Weyl multiplet and in particular the SU(2)R connection are fixed to their
on-shell values, the hypermultiplet conformal compensator should fix the SU(2)R gauge
not just in the attractor background but at the full off-shell level. This implies that we can
take the hyper sections Ai
α = A˚i
α + ai
α such that
χ
−1/2
H Ai
α = δi
α , (4.37)
which, according to (3.9), fixes ai
α = 0. Equivalently, the choice (4.37) preserves the
identification of the Sp(1) bundle with SU(2)R for the off-shell fluctuations, and thus does
not modify our explicit representation of the gauging generators tαβ (3.11).
Just as in the vector multiplet case, (4.33) is solved for the on-shell half-BPS values
of the various fields. Because of the gauging, we are thus left with an equation relating
the auxiliary fields Hi
α and the fluctuations of the vector multiplet scalars analyzed in the
previous subsection. Explicitly, we have
Hi
α ξˇi± − ξI(ΣI+ ∓ ΣI−) tαi ξi± = 0 . (4.38)
Using the constrained parameters (4.36) and tij = iσ3
i
j , this is[
Hi
α
(cosh η − 1
cosh η + 1
)∓1/2 − i ξI(ΣI+ ∓ ΣI−)σ3αi]ξi± = 0 , (4.39)
which is solved for
Hi
α = iσ3
α
i
(cosh η − 1
cosh η + 1
)±1/2
ξI(Σ
I
+ ∓ ΣI−) . (4.40)
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We now observe that these two equations immediately imply
ξIΣ
I
+ + cosh η ξIΣ
I
− = 0 . (4.41)
Using the expressions (4.24), this yields
ξIC
I
1 = 0 , ξI(C
I
k+1 +D
I
k) = 0 , for all k ≥ 1 . (4.42)
With the second equation above, we recover precisely the condition ξIf
I
12 = 0 (4.32), which
is a consistency check on our procedure.
4.3 Summary of the localizing manifold
In this section, we have achieved step 3 of our localization program by characterizing the
localization locus for nV +1 Abelian vector multiplets and the compensating hypermultiplet.
We summarize the results here for convenience. In the coordinate system (3.3) for H2, the
off-shell BPS fluctuations of the matter fields are controlled by two functions,
ΣI− =
∞∑
k=1
CIk(θ, ϕ)
rk
, ΣI+ =
∞∑
k=1
DIk(θ, ϕ)
rk
, (4.43)
with real functions CIk(θ, ϕ) and D
I
k(θ, ϕ) subject to the constraints
ξIC
I
1 = 0 , (4.44)
ξI(C
I
k+1 +D
I
k) = 0 for all k ≥ 1 . (4.45)
In terms of these functions, the bosonic field configuration which solves the BPS equations
with respect to the localizing supercharge Qloc is as follows.
12
Vector multiplets:
XI± = X˚
I
± +
1
2
(
ΣI+ ± ΣI−
)
,
F I21 =
eI
v1
+
1√
v1
(
ΣI− + r ∂rΣ
I
− + ∂rΣ
I
+
)
, F I34 =
pI
v2
, (4.46)
Y 12 I = i
pI
v2
− i√
v1
(
r ∂rΣ
I
+ + ∂rΣ
I
−
)
,
Y 22 I = (Y 11 I)† = eiτ
√
r2 − 1 (∂4 + i ∂3)ΣI− .
Compensating hypermultiplet:
Ai
α = A˚i
α ,
Hi
α = iσ3
α
i
(r − 1
r + 1
)1/2
ξI(Σ
I
+ − ΣI−) = iσ3αi
(r − 1
r + 1
)−1/2
ξI(Σ
I
+ + Σ
I
−) . (4.47)
Before closing this section, we give the explicit BPS gauge field on the localization
locus, obtained by integrating the field strengths in (4.46). In the gauge W Ir = 0, we find
W Iµ =
(
eI(r − 1) +√v1
∞∑
k=2
(CIk +D
I
k−1)
(
r1−k − 1), 0, 0, −pI cos θ) , (4.48)
12Here we include the on-shell values derived in section 3.
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where we have included the appropriate constants of integration so that the Wilson line∫
W Iτ dτ around the thermal circle vanishes at the horizon rH = 1. Note that the field
configuration (4.46), (4.47) and (4.48) is smooth and regular everywhere provided we keep
the sums
∑
k(C
I
k ±DIk) fixed and finite at the horizon.
5 Supergravity action on the localization locus
In this section, we evaluate the supergravity action on the localization locus where the
off-shell fluctuations of the matter fields are controlled by the functions ΣI± according to
the analysis of the previous section. This constitutes step 4 in the program outlined in
the introduction. Throughout, we will consider a two-derivative theory controlled by the
prepotentials F±(X±), which we recall are homogeneous functions of degree two in the real
scalars of the vector multiplets.
We start with the Lagrangian for vector multiplets given in App. A.2. We evaluate
it on the field configuration where the Weyl multiplet fields take their attractor half-BPS
values presented in section 3 and the vector multiplet fields are given by (4.46). We first
make a rotation in field space by sending13
Y 12 I → iY 12 I(cont.) , (5.1)
where we do not impose a reality condition on the field Y 12 I(cont.). On the localization locus
however, it is real and given by
Y 12 I(cont.)(r) =
pI
v2
− 1√
v1
(
r ∂rΣ
I
+ + ∂rΣ
I
−
)
. (5.2)
After implementing (5.1) and some manipulations (involving in particular the homo-
geneity of the prepotentials), we find that the vector multiplet Lagrangian on the localizing
manifold can be put in a simple form,
e−1LV = 1
2v2
√
v1
pI
[
NIJ(∂rΣ
J
− + r∂rΣ
J
+ + Σ
J
+) + (F+IJ −F−IJ)(∂rΣJ+ + r∂rΣJ− + ΣJ−)
+ 2F+IJ X˚J+ + 2F−IJ X˚J−
]
. (5.3)
where we also made use of the attractor equation (3.21). Note that in this expression, the
matrix NIJ and the prepotentials depend on the fluctuations Σ
I±.
From the expression (5.3) one can show that the vector Lagrangian can be conveniently
written as a total derivative:
e−1LV = 1
v2
√
v1
pI ∂r
[
r(F+I + F−I ) + F+I −F−I
]
. (5.4)
13Observe that this prescription is identical to the one used in [17] to treat the scalar auxiliary field of
the vector multiplet in the dual CFT3 when using localization to compute the topologically twisted index.
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In turn, the action reads
SV = 2pi
√
v1
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ
∫ r0
1
dr pI∂r
[
r(F+I (X+) + F−I (X−)) + F+I (X+)−F−I (X−)
]
= 2pi
√
v1 p
I
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ
[
r0
(F+I (X+(r0)) + F−I (X−(r0))) (5.5)
+ F+I (X+(r0))−F−I (X−(r0))− 2F+I (X+(r = 1))
]
,
where we have introduced a radial cut-off r0 to regularize the infinite volume of H2. Taking
the limit r0 →∞ and Taylor-expanding the prepotentials, we obtain
SV = 8pi
2√v1 r0 pI (F˚+I + F˚−I ) (5.6)
+ 2pi
√
v1 p
I
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ
[
1
2N˚IJD
J
1 +
1
2(F˚+IJ − F˚−IJ)CJ1 + F˚+I − F˚−I − 2F+I (X+(r = 1))
]
,
up to terms that vanish in the r0 → ∞ limit. The relation between electric and mag-
netic charges (3.27), the attractor equations (3.21), (3.22) and the homogeneity of the
prepotentials can now be used to write the vector multiplet action in the following form
SV = 8pi
2√v1 r0 pI (F˚+I + F˚−I ) (5.7)
− 2pi√v1
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ
[
pIF+I
(
2X+(r = 1)
)
+ qI
(
X˚I+ + X˚
I
− + C
I
1
)− v2 χH ξIDI1]+O(1/r0) .
Next, we turn to the Wilson line contribution to the action. It can be directly evaluated
from the value of the gauge field (4.48) at the boundary r = r0. Because of the BPS
conditions (4.28), the τ component of the gauge field only depends on the radial coordinate.
Therefore, we obtain
SW = 4pi qI
∫ 2pi
0
W Iτ (r0) dτ = 8pi
2 qIe
I (r0−1)−8pi2√v1 qI
∞∑
k=2
(CIk+D
I
k−1)+O(1/r0) . (5.8)
Finally, we discuss the compensating hypermultiplet contribution. Even though this
multiplet is introduced to ensure that the conformal theory is gauge-equivalent to Poincare´
supergravity, the gauging introduces a coupling between the hypermultiplet fields and the
vector multiplets, which in turn gives a non-trivial dependence on the off-shell fluctuations
to the total action of the theory evaluated on the localization locus, as we now show.
Since we treat the compensating hypermultiplet off-shell with respect to the localizing
supercharge, its Lagrangian (A.20) must be supplemented by the standard quadratic term
for the auxiliary fields Hi
α,
e−1Laux. = 1
2
χHHi
αH iα . (5.9)
After implementing the rotation (5.1), we can evaluate LH +Laux. on the localization locus
using (4.46) and (4.47). All the quadratic terms in the fluctuations cancel, and we are left
simply with
e−1(LH + Laux.) = − 1√
v1
χH ξI
(
ΣI+ + r∂rΣ
I
+ + ∂rΣ
I
−
)
. (5.10)
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This can be integrated to give the hypermultiplet action, including the contribution from
the auxiliary fields,
SH = −2pi v2√v1 χH
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ
[
ξID
I
1 − ξICI1 −
∞∑
k=1
ξI(C
I
k+1 +D
I
k)
]
+O(1/r0) , (5.11)
in the limit where the radial cut-off r0 →∞. Now, recalling the constraint (4.45), this can
be further simplified and we are left with
SH = −2pi v2√v1 χH
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ ξID
I
1 +O(1/r0) . (5.12)
We must now combine all the above contributions. For this, we note that the BPS
equations (4.28) allow us to write the prefactor in the second term of SW (5.8) as a volume
integral on S2. Doing so, the bulk action of the Euclidean theory describing nV + 1
vector multiplets and the compensating hypermultiplet coupled to the Weyl background
Sbulk := SV + SH, and supplemented by the Wilson line SW, evaluates on the localization
locus to
Sbulk + SW = (5.13)
8pi2
√
v1 r0
[
pI(F˚+I + F˚−I ) + v−1/21 qIeI
]
− 2pi√v1
∫
S2
dθ dϕ sin θ
[
pIF+I (φ+) + qIφI+
]
,
up to terms vanishing when the cut-off r0 goes to infinity. Above, we have introduced the
following real variable, which depends on the fluctuation parameters CIk(θ, ϕ) and D
I
k(θ, ϕ),
φI+ := 2X+(r = 1) = 2X˚
I
+ +
∞∑
k=1
(CIk +D
I
k) . (5.14)
Observe that, owing to (4.28), this variable is in fact constant on S2. We can therefore
evaluate the angular integration straightforwardly in (5.13) to obtain the final form of the
supergravity action on the localization locus:
Sbulk +SW = 8pi
2√v1 r0
[
pI(F˚+I + F˚−I )+v−1/21 qIeI
]
−8pi2√v1
[
pIF+I (φ+)+qIφI+
]
. (5.15)
As expected, the total action (5.15) contains a term divergent in the cut-off r0 due to
the infinite volume of H2. We therefore need to add boundary counter-terms in order to
regularize this divergence.
5.1 Boundary counter-terms and supersymmetry
A first-principle derivation of the appropriate boundary counter-terms requires a careful
analysis of the theory on H2 in order to ensure that the variational problem for the QEF
(1.1) is well-defined (see [56, 58]) and that the renormalization procedure preserves super-
symmetry. Indeed, besides the usual Gibbons-Hawking-York term, it is well-known that
supersymmetry may require the addition of finite terms which modify the renormalized
bulk action (see e.g. [59] for a discussion in the context of four-dimensional theories with
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three-dimensional boundaries). In this paper we will instead employ a “minimal” subtrac-
tion scheme and show that the naive boundary counter-terms we add can be arranged in
a manner which makes supersymmetry of the resulting renormalized action manifest.
To cancel the divergences in (5.15), we add the following counter-terms at the bound-
ary:
Sbct = S
1
bct + S
2
bct , (5.16)
with
S1bct := − 8pi2
√
v1 r0 p
I(F˚+I + F˚−I ) , (5.17)
S2bct := − 8pi2 r0 qI eI . (5.18)
We then choose the renormalized action
Sren :=
(
Sbulk + S
1
bct
)
+
(
SW + S
2
bct
)
, (5.19)
Upon using the attractor equation (3.21), the second term above can be interpreted as
the supersymmetric Wilson line of the gauge theory at the boundary in the limit where
r0 →∞,
SW + S
2
bct = 4pi qI
∫ 2pi
0
(W Iτ (r0)− e1τ (X˚I+ − X˚I−)
)
dτ , (5.20)
where e1τ =
√
v1(r20 − 1) is the component of the vielbein eaµ evaluated at the boundary.
It is easy to realize that the above expression coincides with the supersymmetric invariant
Wilson line at the boundary [60], and that it is manifestly finite.
Analogously, it is possible to show that the supersymmetric variation of Sbulk + S
1
bct van-
ishes, since the bulk action varies into a total derivative which, when evaluated in the limit
where r0 → ∞, exactly cancels the total derivative term obtained by varying the bound-
ary counter-term S1bct [12]. We refer the reader to Appendix D of [12] for a proof of this
statement and further details.14
We stress again that the minimal boundary counter-terms we choose, though consistent
with supersymmetry at the boundary, a priori carry no information about potential finite
terms in the action. However, as we will show below, the final result we obtain from the
above renormalization scheme is consistent without any finite terms. If such terms do exist,
their form will therefore be highly constrained.
The conclusion of this subsection is that we will use the renormalized action (5.19),
Sren[φ+] = −8pi2√v1
[
pIF+I (φ+) + qIφI+
]
, (5.21)
for the evaluation of the QEF, to which we turn to now.
14Note that the analysis [12] in ungauged supergravity only relies on the vector and Weyl multiplet
transformation rules, which are identical to the ones of the gauged supergravity theory we consider here.
We thus expect their results to apply straightforwardly to our case.
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5.2 Finite result and saddle-point evaluation
We are now ready to write the formula for the localized QEF and bring to a conclusion
step 4 of the localization program outlined in the introduction. The localization locus of
step 3 is parameterized by 2nV +2 infinite sets of functions
(
CIk(θ, ϕ), D
I
k(θ, ϕ)
)
with k ≥ 1
and I = 0 . . . nV . They are constrained according to (4.44) and (4.45). As a result, we
have that the QEF (1.1) is equal to a constrained functional integral
dmacro(p
I , qI) =
∫ ′ ( nV∏
I=0
∞∏
k=1
DCIk DDIk
)
eSren[φ+] Zind(p
I , qI ;Ck, Dk) , (5.22)
where the prime on the integral means that it must be computed enforcing the constraints
(4.44) and (4.45), φ+ is defined in (5.14) and Zind denotes the contribution from the one-
loop determinant of quadratic fluctuations around the localization locus and an eventual
measure factor15.
Observe that the renormalized action Sren entering the integrand only depends on a
particular linear combination of the integration variables CIk and D
I
k, namely φ
I
+, and that
this variable is in fact independent of the angular coordinates owing to the BPS equations.
Let us denote the directions orthogonal to the φI+ line in the (C
I
k , D
I
k)-space by φ
I
0(θ, ϕ).
Note that while φI+ is constant on S
2 thanks to (4.28), φI0(θ, ϕ) is still a function of the
angular coordinates in general. We can then write the exact16 macroscopic degeneracy as
dmacro(p
I , qI) = (5.23)∫ +∞
−∞
( nV∏
I=0
dφI+
)
δ
(
ξIφ
I
+ −
1
2
√
v1
)
eSren[φ+]
∫ ′ ( nV∏
I=0
DφI0
)
Zind(p
I , qI , φ+;φ0) ,
where, in the first integral, we have enforced the constraint on φI+ stemming from (4.44)
and (4.45) using a delta function. The last integral is infinite-dimensional, and as such one
may be worried that it renders (5.23) infinite or ill-defined. To properly address this issue
would require us to complete step 5 of the localization program, in order to obtain explicit
expressions for the one-loop determinants and the measure as functions of the φI+ and φ
I
0
parameters. However we can already sketch an argument (based on supersymmetry) which
shows that this integral will likely be regular, by examining the details of the localization
calculation in the CFT3 dual to our black hole asymptotics. It was shown in [17] that,
for the correct localization of the topologically twisted index, one must take into account
the interplay between bosonic and fermionic zero-modes on the localization locus. In our
situation, we can interpret the φI0(θ, ϕ) as bosonic zero-modes on the locus, since our
renormalized action does not depend on them. We should therefore ask what is the effect
of including their fermionic superpartners under the localizing supercharge Qloc, which we
15This measure factor is known to be non-trivial in the case of asymptotically flat black holes (see e.g.
[13, 61]), as well as in the case of the partition function for AdS4 spaces [62] and the topological black hole
studied in [63].
16Recall from the comment at the end of section 4.1 that we only consider the contributions from non-
singular field configurations for the localizing manifold in this paper.
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denote by ΩI0(θ, ϕ) since they will arise from the gaugini in the vector multiplets. The
effect of including these fermionic zero-modes is to modify the second integral in (5.23) to
Zregind(p
I , qI , φ+) :=
∫ ′ ( nV∏
I=0
DφI0DΩI0
)
Zind(p
I , qI , φ+;φ0,Ω0) . (5.24)
Due to the supersymmetric pairing under Qloc of the bosonic and fermionic zero-modes,
we expect that the (constrained) integration in (5.24) will reduce to a regular function of
φI+ and of the black hole charges [17].
17 Evidently, for the reasons already mentioned, we
cannot rigorously prove the cancellation of the divergences resulting from the integration
over the zero-modes at this stage. This will be examined in future work. Nevertheless, let
us remark that our situation in gauged supergravity parallels the situation in the CFT3 of
[17]: due to the gauging, we effected a twist in the S2 factor of the near-horizon geometry
which resulted in constant Killing spinors along the sphere (see App. B.1). As such, the
gauging and the half-BPS character of the near-horizon configuration introduce an extra
degeneracy as compared to the case of the ungauged, full-BPS near-horizon configuration
studied in [12]. This ultimately manifests itself in the fact that the infinite tower of pa-
rameters CIk and D
I
k with k ≥ 1 is not truncated in our situation.
With this motivation in mind, we write the finite result for the localized QEF as18
dmacro(p
I , qI) =
∫ +∞
−∞
( nV∏
I=0
dφI+
2pi
)
δ
(
ξIφ
I
+ − 2pi
)
exp
[
−2pi(pIF+I (φ+) + qIφI+)]Zregind(φ+) ,
(5.25)
The expression (5.25) is general since it applies to any black hole solution of two-derivative
N = 2 gauged superconformal gravity governed by a prepotential F+(X+) and having
AdS2×S2 near-horizon geometry.
The saddle-point evaluation of (5.25) proceeds by defining
Z(φ+) := −2pi
(
pIF+I (φ+) + qIφI+
)
, L(φ+) := 1
2pi
ξIφ
I
+ . (5.26)
In terms of these quantities, the constraint (4.42) tells us that L = 1 and the saddle-point
equations coincide with the standard attractor equations19 [2, 37]
∂
∂φI+
Z
L = 0 . (5.27)
17More explicitly, we expect supersymmetry to relate the derivative of Zind with respect to the fermionic
zero-modes ΩI0 to its derivative with respect to φ
I
0 since the modes are paired. The integral over the φ0
modes is then a total derivative, and we assume that it is a regular function of φ+ and the charges.
18To obtain this form we have rescaled the variables φI+ → φ
I
+
4pi
√
v1
in (5.23) and absorbed the resulting
constant prefactor in Zregind . With this change, the newly defined integration variables in (5.25) have zero
mass dimension.
19Note that we have so far only taken electric gauging parameters ξI and set their magnetic counterparts
ξI = 0. This is the reason why we do not recover the full symplectic covariant form of the attractor
mechanism [37], where
L(φ+) :=
(
ξIφ
I
+ + ξ
IF+I (φ+)
)
/2pi .
However, we expect to find the symplectically covariant version straightforwardly by repeating our steps
starting from the dyonically gauged off-shell supergravity formalism of [47].
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This shows that the saddle-point is located at the on-shell value φ˚I+ = 8pi
√
v1 X˚
I
+. Further-
more, the value of Z/L at this extremum reproduces the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy,
Z˚
L˚ = −4pi
2 v2 χH =
4pi v2
4GN =
AH
4GN , (5.28)
where we have used that χH = −(4pi GN)−1 with GN the Newton constant (see the next
subsection), and AH is the area of the horizon (cf. (3.1)). The fact that we obtain the
usual attractor mechanism and leading entropy in the saddle-point approximation from
the exponent of (5.25) implies that the factor Zregind can contribute at most log(AH) terms
in the large horizon limit.
5.3 Lorentzian variables
In the next section, we will compare the macroscopic degeneracy above to the corresponding
microscopic degeneracy obtained in the dual field theory for various models. Therefore,
we dedicate the rest of this section to massaging (5.25) by making various field and charge
redefinitions to bring it to a Lorentzian form which allows for a more immediate comparison
with its holographic counterpart.
Recall that the bulk supergravity Lagrangian used to derive (5.25) contains the fol-
lowing terms (see again App. A.2)
e−1Lbulk = 1
6
R(χH−χV) +D(χV + 12χH) +NIJ∂µXI+∂µXJ−− 4χH g2(ξIXI+)(ξJXJ−) + . . . ,
(5.29)
where we have reinstated the coupling constant g for the gauging (see below (2.9)). Note
that since g has mass dimension 1, ξI in the expression above has mass dimension −1. The
equation of motion for the D auxiliary field sets χH = −2χV, and we obtain the canonically
normalized Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian (reinstating Newton’s constant GN) by fixing the
dilatation gauge and choosing χV = 1/κ
2 where κ2 := 8piGN,
e−1Lbulk = − 1
2κ2
R+NIJ∂µX
I
+∂
µXJ− − 8
g2
κ2
(ξIX
I
+)(ξJX
J
−) + . . . . (5.30)
We can switch to a more standard holographic convention by redefining the scalar fields
and FI terms to extract an overall factor of 1/2κ2 in the bulk Lagrangian,
e−1Lbulk = 1
2κ2
[
−R+NIJ∂µX˜I+∂µX˜J− − 8 g2(ξ˜IX˜I+)(ξ˜JX˜J−)
]
+ . . . , (5.31)
where
X˜I± :=
√
2κXI± , ξ˜I := κ
−1 ξI , (5.32)
are dimensionless scalar fields and FI parameters, which are most suited for holography.
Aside from the fields and gauging parameters, recall that the charges (pI , qI) in the
supergravity theory used to derive (5.25) are normalized as follows (see (3.23)),∫
S2
F˚ I = 4pi pI ,
∫
S2
G˚I = 4pi qI , (5.33)
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and the resulting lattice of electro-magnetic charges is
2 g ξI p
I ∈ Z , 4pi
2 g ξI
qI ∈ Z , (5.34)
where no sum over I is implied. If we now define the rescaled charges,
p˜I := κ pI , q˜I := κ qI , (5.35)
they satisfy the quantization conditions
2 ξ˜I g p˜
I ∈ Z , (2 ξ˜I)−1 q˜I
2 g GN ∈ Z , (5.36)
in terms of the dimensionless FI parameters (5.32).
Changing variables in (5.25) from φI+ to 2(gκ)
−1φI+, using the dimensionless FI pa-
rameters and the charges (p˜I , q˜I), we obtain
dmacro(p˜
I , q˜I) =
∫ +∞
−∞
( nV∏
I=0
dφI+
2pi
)
δ
(
2ξ˜Iφ
I
+−2pi
)
exp
[
− 1
2 g GN
(
p˜IF+I (φ+)+q˜IφI+
)]
Zregind(φ+) ,
(5.37)
where we dropped a dimensionless constant (2/gκ)nV +1 coming from the change of vari-
ables. In the next section, we will see that the charges (gp˜I , q˜I/2gGN) should be identified
with the charges in the dual field theory. Note that in (5.37) we have included the coupling
constant g and Newton’s constant GN which have mass dimensions 1 and −2, respectively.
The integration variables φ+I and the FI parameters ξ˜I have mass dimensions zero while
the charges (p˜I , q˜I) have mass dimension −1.
In this formulation, we come back to the Wilson line which is inserted at the boundary
of H2 in the Euclidean QEF (1.1). We see using (5.35) that, in order to have the correct
normalization for the gauge-invariant Wilson line in Lorentzian signature, we must send
q˜I → i q˜I . This shows that the correct quantity which computes the entropy of the physical
black hole, and that we will compare to its holographic counterpart in the next section, is
an analytic continuation
dmacro(p˜
I , i q˜I) . (5.38)
We can interpret this analytic continuation as an artifact of using a Euclidean expectation
value to compute the macroscopic degeneracy of the Lorentzian black hole solution. Along
these lines, the natural expectation is that the fluctuation parameters CIk are sent to iC
I
k ,
while DIk are not analytically continued. Therefore the Lorentzian macroscopic degeneracy
is given by nV complex integrations over the complex plane.
6 Holographic examples
It was argued in [16, 36] that, in cases when the holographic correspondence is available,
one should consider the topologically twisted index [17] of the field theory dual in order
to describe microscopically the black hole degrees of freedom. The twisted index is the
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partition function of a topologically twisted theory20 on S2×S1 and depends on a set
of magnetic fluxes pa (holographically corresponding to the properly normalized black
hole magnetic charges) and chemical potentials ∆a for the global symmetries Ja of the
theory (holographically corresponding to the gauge symmetries in supergravity, a number
of U(1)’s). The twisted index can be interpreted as the Witten index which counts ground
states in the dimensionally reduced quantum mechanics holographically describing the
degrees of freedom near the black hole horizon,
Z(pa,∆a) = Tr(−1)F e−βH ei∆aJa , (6.1)
where supersymmetry further leads to the restrictions∑
a
pa = 2 ,
∑
a
∆a = 2pi . (6.2)
Finally, to evaluate the number of supersymmetric ground states dmicro as a function of
the electric and magnetic charges one needs to perform a Fourier transform with respect
to the chemical potentials,
dmicro(pa, qa) =
∫ 2pi
0
(∏
a
d∆a
2pi
)
δ
(∑
a
∆a − 2pi
)
Z(pa,∆a) e
−i∑a ∆aqa , (6.3)
which formally gives the exact holographic expression for the microscopic entropy of the
black hole. This is therefore the expression that we would ultimately like to match with
the exact evaluation of the quantum entropy function. While our result for the QEF (5.37)
bears some important similarities with the microscopic degeneracy (6.3), we are not yet in
a position to successfully match the expressions at all orders. Here it is important to note
that, unlike the QEF which can be evaluated for a general prepotential, the evaluation of the
twisted index Z(pa,∆a) proceeds very differently for the different holographic examples,
which we briefly summarize next. In any case, due to the fact that we have not yet
completed the final step 5 in our localization program which consists in evaluating Zregind , it
is clear that any exact holographic match would be too premature and speculative at this
stage. We nevertheless comment on how much progress one can hope to make in each of
the explicit cases below21.
6.1 Cacciatori-Klemm black holes
The Cacciatori-Klemm black holes [2] are the supersymmetric solutions of the electrically
gauged STU model, specified by the prepotentials (in Euclidean supergravity conventions)
F±(X±)CK =
√
X0±X1±X2±X3± , (6.4)
20Just as we can consider any Σg for the horizon of the black hole, we can also consider a topologi-
cally twisted holographic dual on a general Σg×S1 [21, 64]. The final result is again a straightforward
generalization of the spherical case, and therefore in this section we again specialize to spherical topology.
21Note that in all examples below we deal with models embeddable in different versions of maximal N = 8
supergravity with 32 supercharges. This number of supersymmetries forces all higher-derivative invariants
to vanish and therefore it is natural to expect that these models do not receive higher-derivative corrections
from string theory, justifying our comparison with the QEF computed in a two-derivative theory.
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and dimensionless FI parameters
ξ˜0 = ξ˜1 = ξ˜2 = ξ˜3 =
1
2
. (6.5)
This model arises from a consistent truncation of maximal gauged 4d supergravity and
therefore the supersymmetric black holes (with four electric and four magnetic charges)
can be uplifted to full eleven-dimensional solutions with the interpretation of M2 branes
wrapped on 2-cycles. The holographically dual theory on N coincident M2 branes is a
U(N)×U(N) Chern-Simons theory known as ABJM [18]. Its twisted index was evaluated
via localization in the large N approximation in [16] and, upon extremization, was shown to
agree with the leading Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the Cacciatori-Klemm black holes.
The first finite N corrections in the large N limit were more recently considered in [25].
Therefore at present the known expression for the ABJM twisted index takes the form
ZABJM(pa,∆a) = exp
[
−
4∑
a=1
pa
∂FABJM
∂∆a
+N1/2f(pa,∆a)− 1
2
logN +O(N0)
]
, (6.6)
where f is a function that remains as-of-yet undetermined and FABJM is the partition
function of ABJM theory on S3,
FABJM(∆a) = (2N)
3/2
3
√
∆1∆2∆3∆4 . (6.7)
To compare with our result (5.37), we can use the AdS/CFT dictionary for this model
which relates Newton’s constant to the rank of the gauge group. To leading order in N ,
1
2 g2 GN =
(2N)3/2
3
. (6.8)
Using this, (6.4) and (6.5), the localized QEF (5.37) for the Cacciatori-Klemm black holes
takes the form
dmacro(p˜
I , i q˜I) =
∫ +∞
−∞
( 3∏
I=0
dφI+
2pi
)
δ
( 3∑
I=0
φI+ − 2pi
)
ZCK(p˜
I , φ+) e
−i∑3I=0 q˜I2gGN φI+ , (6.9)
where we defined
ZCK(p˜
I , φ+) := exp
[
−
3∑
I=0
g p˜I
(2N)3/2
3
∂
√
φ0+φ
1
+φ
2
+φ
3
+
∂φI+
+ logZregind(φ+)
]
. (6.10)
Comparing (6.3), (6.6) with (6.9), (6.10), we observe a correspondence between macroscop-
ics and microscopics upon identifying the fugacities ∆a and the integration variables φ
I
+,
and the charges as (note that the r.h.s is properly quantized according to (5.36))
(pa, qa) =
(
g p˜I ,
q˜I
2 g GN
)
. (6.11)
At leading order in N the saddle-point approximation gives an exact match, while the
exact answer is yet to be determined on each side.
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6.2 Benini-Bobev black strings
The class of magnetically charged supersymmetric black strings in AdS5 analyzed holo-
graphically in [4] has a near-horizon geometry AdS3×S2. Upon a further dimensional
reduction along a periodic coordinate which is part of AdS3 on the horizon, these solutions
can be seen as BPS black holes in 4d supergravity (with only up to three of the possible
four magnetic charges switched on) with a non-maximally symmetric asymptotic vacuum,
as shown in [39]. The resulting four-dimensional supergravity model is specified by the
prepotentials
F±(X±)BB =
X1±X2±X3±
X0±
, (6.12)
and the dimensionless FI terms
ξ˜1 = ξ˜2 = ξ˜3 =
1
2
, (6.13)
while ξ˜0 can be left arbitrary. This model eventually arises from a consistent truncation
of maximal gauged 5d supergravity and therefore uplifts to asymptotically AdS5×S5 type
IIB solutions, thus allowing for an interpretation as wrapped D3 branes on 2-cycles. The
holographically dual theory, SU(N) N = 4 SYM in four dimensions, when put on a Rie-
mann surface, exhibits an RG flow to a two-dimensional superconformal field theory with
a central charge that was calculated in [4] in the large N limit. The entropy in the Cardy
limit was then matched successfully with the leading Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the
resulting four-dimensional black hole, and this holographic agreement can be extended to
include arbitrary electric charges as explained in [65].
Due to the modular properties of two-dimensional conformal field theories it was later
shown [22, 66] that in the Cardy limit the twisted index ofN = 4 SYM theory on T2×S2 can
be evaluated exactly in the gauge group rank N , up to exponentially suppressed corrections
in one of the fugacities, ∆4. This therefore gives us the most precise holographic test for
the localized QEF so far, where we need to compare it to (6.3) with
ZT
2×S2
N=4 (pa,∆a) = exp
[
− 16
27∆4
3∑
a=1
pa
∂ aN=4
∂∆a
+O(e−1/∆4)
]
, (6.14)
where aN=4 is the conformal anomaly
aN=4(∆a) =
27
32
(N2 − 1)∆1∆2∆3 , (6.15)
and the fourth fugacity ∆4 can be interpreted geometrically as the size of the circle in the
dimensional reduction (which only has an electric charge associated with it). Therefore it
needs to be taken small, ∆4 → 0, to recover the black hole limit we are interested in. The
AdS/CFT dictionary for this model tells us
1
2 g2 GN =
(N2 − 1)
2
, (6.16)
up to possible corrections in 1/N . Using this relation along with (6.12) and (6.13) for the
localized QEF (5.37) in this model, one can see the correspondence between macroscopics
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and microscopics upon relating the fugacities ∆a and the integration variables φ
I
+, and the
charges as in (6.11). As in the previous example, the saddle-point approximation leads to
an exact holographic match.
6.3 Gutowski-Reall black holes
The Gutowski-Reall black holes [3] and their generalizations [40–43] are electrically charged
rotating BPS black holes with AdS5 asymptotics. Similarly to the case of black strings,
these black holes can also be Scherk-Schwarz reduced to four dimensions [24], where they
fall in the class of static solutions with near-horizon geometry AdS2×S2 considered in this
paper. The resulting four-dimensional solution only has a single fixed magnetic charge,
p0 = 1, which also fixes the corresponding dimensionless FI parameter ξ˜0. Thus, the
supergravity model is specified by
F±(X±)GR = −
X1±X2±X3±
X0±
, (6.17)
and dimensionless FI parameters given by
ξ˜0 = ξ˜1 = ξ˜2 = ξ˜3 =
1
2
. (6.18)
Once again we have a type IIB string theory interpretation since these black holes
represent supersymmetric states with AdS5×S5 asymptotics, holographically corresponding
to BPS states in the dual N = 4 SYM theory. It was further shown in [24] that the leading
macroscopic entropy is computed holographically by the Casimir energy of the SYM theory
on a squashed three-sphere [67], which is the large N result for the partition function
(superconformal index) of the SYM theory on S1×S3sq,
Z
S1×S3sq
N=4 (p0 = 1,∆a) = exp
[−EN=4(∆a) +O(N0)] , (6.19)
with the Casimir energy
EN=4(∆a) =
(N2 − 1)
2
∆1∆2∆3
∆20
. (6.20)
Once again, the holographic relation
1
2 g2 GN =
(N2 − 1)
2
, (6.21)
along with (6.17) and (6.18) establishes an exact correspondence between the leading grav-
ity contribution in (5.37) and the field theory expression (6.19). The subleading corrections
need to be computed by evaluating the full superconformal index whose leading behavior
in the large N limit is O(N0). Therefore at the moment we can only correctly reproduce
the saddle-point match between the macroscopic and microscopic entropy and look forward
to the development of new tools for the exact evaluation of the superconformal index (see
[68, 69] and references therein for work in this direction).
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6.4 Massive type IIA black holes
Another genuinely AdS4 holographic example was more recently analyzed in [5, 6, 28, 29],
where black holes in maximal 4d ISO(7)-gauged supergravity were considered. Via the
uplift of [70] these solutions can be embedded in massive type IIA theory and holographi-
cally correspond to D2k branes [71] (3d SU(N) SYM theory with Chern-Simons interaction
at level k corresponding to the Romans’ mass) wrapped on a two-cycle. The consistent
truncation to a 4d N = 2 gauged supergravity model [6] includes a hypermultiplet gaug-
ing, but via the supersymmetry-preserving Higgs mechanism it was shown [28] that the
model can be further truncated to the FI gauged supergravity considered here. The result-
ing black hole solutions have three electromagnetic charges and the model is given by the
prepotential
F±(X±)mIIA = −3
3/2
4
(−c)1/3(X1±X2±X3±)2/3 , (6.22)
where the parameter c is related to the Romans’ mass k. The dimensionless FI parameters
are given by
ξ˜1 = ξ˜2 = ξ˜3 = 1 . (6.23)
The holographic calculation proceeds via the large N limit of the twisted index of
the D2k theory, computed using localization. Unfortunately at the moment there are no
known results for the subleading corrections to the partition function in this setting, and
therefore only the saddle-point match has been successfully performed after the coupling
constants in the dual theories are carefully mapped to each other. The large N answer for
the twisted index gives
ZD2k(pa,∆a) = exp
[
−
3∑
a=1
pa
∂FD2k
∂∆a
+O(N logN) +O(N2/3)
]
, (6.24)
with FD2k is the partition function of the theory on S3 [72],
FD2k(∆a) = −
313/6
5× 25/3 (−k)
1/3N5/3(∆1∆2∆3)
2/3 . (6.25)
The holographic relations
c1/3
2 g2 GN =
21/3 32/3
5
k1/3N5/3 , c =
(
3
16pi3
)1/5
kN1/5 , (6.26)
together with (6.22) and (6.23) again shows an exact match in the leading gravity and field
theory answers. Due to the similarities in the evaluation of the partition function here and
in the example discussed in subsection 6.1, it is natural to expect that also here the logN
contribution has a simple form independent of the chemical potentials ∆a. We are however
not aware of any explicit attempts to tackle finite N corrections in the D2k theory.
7 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we have completed an important first step in the evaluation of the exact
degeneracy of horizon degrees of freedom for a class of half-BPS black hole attractors with
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AdS asymptotics. Localization techniques yield the result (5.25) (or (5.37) in variables
which are suited for holography) for the quantum entropy function (1.1). Using this result,
we have been able to exhibit a perfect match in the large N limit with the results obtained
in the dual field theories for a number of examples.
Such a check is of course necessary, but perhaps more importantly the results derived
here also provide a clear path for the analysis of finite N corrections. In particular, ac-
cording to (5.37), all such corrections (modulo the presence of hair degrees of freedom) are
captured in the gravitational theory by the quantity Zregind , which combines the effects of
the usual one-loop determinants in localization together with bosonic and fermionic zero-
modes on the localization locus, and an eventual non-trivial measure along this locus. It is
encouraging that a number of techniques have already been put forward in other situations
(and in particular for asymptotically flat black holes) which should allow for a straightfor-
ward, albeit technically challenging, computation of this quantity. This is clearly the main
future research interest, and we hope that progress in this direction will pave the way for a
prediction of finite N effects directly from the gravitational side of the duality. Ultimately,
this could lead to finite N precision holography and deeper insights into the structure of
quantum gravity.
Aside from these considerations, there are a few other aspects of this work that deserve
further attention and will also be of future research interest. As already stated throughout
this paper, the main assumption we started with is the absence of off-shell fluctuations for
the Weyl multiplet. This assumption effectively “freezes” the metric and related super-
gravity fields to their on-shell values. This seems to be a valid assumption a posteriori,
as it leads to an agreement between the localizing configurations for the vector multiplet
and hypermultiplet sectors. It is tempting to speculate that our final result is insensitive
to potential off-shell fluctuations in the Weyl multiplet sector, but clearly this question
deserves careful further investigation.
Interestingly, we were able to evaluate the classical action of supergravity on the local-
ization locus regardless of the explicit form of the prepotential. The locus a priori depends
on 2nV +2 sets of infinitely many free fluctuation functional parameters {CIk(θ, ϕ), DIk(θ, ϕ)}
for all k ≥ 1. The final integrand, however, only depends on nV independent linear combi-
nations of these variables, and the BPS equations further imply that precisely such linear
combinations are constant on the 2-sphere. This essentially means that we could have de-
rived the final result (5.25) only assuming that a single entry in the set {CIk(θ, ϕ), DIk(θ, ϕ)}
is nonzero and independent of the angular coordinates for a given I. This also relates to
our assumption that the directions orthogonal to the nV linear combinations on the local-
ization locus yield a finite factor when properly regularized by taking fermionic zero-modes
into account. In contrast with the analysis of asymptotically flat black holes, the integral
over these orthogonal directions is still a functional integral due to the angular dependence.
This feature is specific to the half-BPS attractor background we considered in this paper.
We expect that a detailed analysis of the factor Zregind will offer insights into the resolution
of these issues.
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A Supergravity details
A.1 Conventions
Space-time indices are denoted by Greek letters µ, ν, . . . while tangent space indices are
denoted by Roman letters a, b, . . .. (Anti-)symmetrization of indices is always done with
total weight one, e.g.
X[aXb] :=
1
2 (XaXb −XbXa) . (A.1)
The dual of a rank-2 tensor in four Euclidean dimensions is defined as
T˜ab =
1
2 εabcd T
cd , with ε1234 = ε
1234 = 1 . (A.2)
The (anti-)self-dual part of such a tensor is defined as
T±ab =
1
2(Tab ± T˜ab) . (A.3)
In four Euclidean dimensions, the Clifford algebra is
{γa, γb} = 2 δab . (A.4)
We use Hermitian γ-matrices, and define
γ5 := γ1 γ2 γ3 γ4 . (A.5)
When an explicit Hermitian representation of the Clifford algebra is needed, we will use
γ1 = σ1 ⊗ 1l , γ2 = σ2 ⊗ 1l , γ3 = σ3 ⊗ σ1 , γ4 = σ3 ⊗ σ2 , (A.6)
where σi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the Pauli matrices.
We define the Dirac conjugate of a spinor as
ψ¯i := (ψ
i)† , (A.7)
where complex conjugation raises and lowers SU(2)R indices. The symplectic-Majorana
reality condition reads
C−1 ψ¯iT = εij ψj , (A.8)
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where the charge conjugation matrix is anti-symmetric, unitary, and such that22
C γaC
−1 = −γaT , C γ5C−1 = γ5 , (A.9)
while the anti-symmetric tensor of SU(2) satisfies
εij εjk = −δik , and εij εij = 2 . (A.10)
We note that (A.8) also applies to the chiral projections
ψi± :=
1
2(1± γ5)ψi . (A.11)
For fermionic bilinears with anti-commuting spinors fields and a matrix Γ built out of
products of γ-matrices, we note the following result,
(φ¯j Γ
† ψi)† = ψ¯i Γφj = −εik εjl φ¯l C−1 ΓTC ψk . (A.12)
For commuting spinor fields, the last equality acquires an extra minus sign. For complete-
ness, we also give the Fierz rearrangement formula for anti-commuting chiral spinors,
φj± ψ¯i± = − 14(1± γ5) (ψ¯i± φj±) + 18 γab (ψ¯i± γab φj±) , (A.13)
φj∓ ψ¯i± = − 14 γa (1± γ5) (ψ¯i± γa φj∓) . (A.14)
A.2 Locally supersymmetric Euclidean Lagrangian densities
Using the Euclidean multiplet calculus [50], one can build a superconformally invariant La-
grangian density for an arbitrary number of vector multiplets coupled to the Weyl multiplet.
This density is based on two prepotentials F±(X±), which are homogeneous functions of
degree two in the scalar fields of the vector multiplets,
F±(λ2XI±) = λ2F±(XI±) . (A.15)
We note that this homogeneity also implies
XI±F±I = 2F± , and XJ±F±IJ = F±I , (A.16)
where the indices on the prepotentials denote derivatives with respect to the argument,
F±I :=
∂ F±(X±)
∂ XI±
, and F±IJ :=
∂2F±(X±)
∂ XI± ∂ XJ±
. (A.17)
The bosonic terms of the vector multiplet Lagrangian density are given by
e−1LV = −
(
XI+F−I +XI−F+I
)(
1
6 R−D
)
+
(F+IJ + F−IJ)DµXI+DµXJ−
+ 14 F+IJ
[
F− Iab − 14XI−T−ab
][
F ab−J − 14XJ−T ab−
]
+ 14 F−IJ
[
F+ Iab − 14XI+T+ab
][
F ab+J − 14XJ+T ab+
]
− 18 F+I
[
F+ Iab − 14 XI+T+ab
]
T ab+ − 18 F−I
[
F− Iab − 14 XI−T−ab
]
T ab−
+ 18
(F+IJ + F−IJ)Y Iij Y ij J − 132 F+(T+ab)2 − 132 F−(T−ab)2 . (A.18)
22In the explicit basis (A.6), we take Cγ5 = σ1 ⊗ σ2.
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In the main body of the paper, we will often use the standard notations
χV := X
I
+F−I +XI−F+I , and NIJ := F+IJ + F−IJ =
∂2 χV
∂XI+ ∂X
J−
. (A.19)
The locally supersymmetric Euclidean Lagrangian density for hypermultiplets trans-
forming under a certain local gauge group contains the following bosonic terms,
e−1LH = 12 εij Ωαβ AiαAjβ
(
1
6 R+
1
2 D
)− 12 εij Ωαβ DµAiαDµAjβ
+ 2 Ωαβε
ijAi
α ξIX
I
− t
β
γ ξJX
J
+ t
γ
δ Aj
δ − 12 ΩαβAiα ξIY ij I tβγ Ajγ , (A.20)
with ξI the FI parameters and t
α
β the generators of the gauging. We will also write
χH :=
1
2 ε
ij Ωαβ Ai
αAj
β . (A.21)
B Attractor configuration details
B.1 Conformal Killing spinors of the attractor geometry
In this Appendix, we derive the explicit conformal Killing spinors parameterizing the un-
broken supercharges of the bosonic near-horizon attractor configuration presented in sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2. All the equations we write here pertain to the background, and we will
therefore drop the circle on the matter fields for ease of presentation.
Following [47], the strategy to find the conformal Killing spinors is to consider an
S-supersymmetry invariant combination of spinors built out of the gravitino and gaugino
fields. To do so, we introduce
ΩiV± :=
1
2 χ
−1
V X
I
∓NIJ Ω
i J
± , (B.1)
where the ± subscript on fermions refers to chirality and χV is the Ka¨hler potential (A.19).
In the bosonic background, we have
δΩiV± = Aij∓ j± + ηi± , (B.2)
where
Aij∓ := −12 χ−1V NIJ XI∓ εkj Y ik J , (B.3)
Using the equations of motion for Y Iij and the auxiliary scalar D, we can write
Aij∓ = 2XI∓ µI ik εkj , (B.4)
where µij I are the moment maps (3.12). We now consider the variation of the S-invariant
combination
δ
(
ψiµ± + i γµΩ
iV
∓
)
= 2∇µi± + Vµij j± ∓ i
( 1
2
√
v1
γ34γ5δij ∓Aij±
)
γµ
j
∓ , (B.5)
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where ∇µ denotes the covariant derivative on H2 × S2, which contains only the spin-
connection in the gauge-fixed background (3.6). Setting the above variation to zero yields
the (generalized) Killing spinor equation
2∇µ i± + Vµij j± +
1
2
√
v1
(
σ3
i
j − i γ34δij
)
γµ 
j
∓ = 0 . (B.6)
To solve this equation, let us examine it on the two factors of the H2×S2 geometry, where
we split the space-time index µ = (µ, µˆ) accordingly.
The SU(2)R gauge field only has components along the S
2 according to (3.16). Thus,
on the H2 factor, (B.6) reduces to23
2∇µ 1± +
1√
v1
γµ ξ
1
∓ = 0 , (B.7)
where we introduced the projected spinor
ξ1 :=
1
2
(
1l− i γ34) 1 . (B.8)
We now impose the following half-BPS projection on the spinor parameter [47]:
γ34i± = iσ3
i
j 
j
± . (B.9)
As a consequence, the unbroken supersymmetries of the attractor background are param-
eterized by ξ1+ and ξ
1−, which satisfy the equation
2∇µ ξ1± +
1√
v1
γµ ξ
1
∓ = 0 . (B.10)
A similar analysis on the S2 factor shows that the parameters of the unbroken super-
symmetries satisfy
2∇µˆ ξ1± + Vµˆ11 ξ1± = 0 . (B.11)
These equations are not the standard equations for Killing spinors on the 2-sphere [47], but
we can use the SU(2)R connection to effect a twist and cancel the spin-connection present
in the covariant derivative. For µˆ = θ, both the spin-connection and the R-connection
vanish on the attractor background, and we are left simply with
∂θ ξ
1
+ = ∂θ ξ
1
− = 0 . (B.12)
For µˆ = ϕ, we obtain instead
2 ∂ϕ ξ
1
± − cos θ γ34 ξ1± + 2i ξIpI cos θ ξ1± = 0 . (B.13)
With our choice of gauging (3.18), this is
2 ∂ϕ ξ
1
± + i cos θ
(
1l + i γ34
)
ξ1± = 0 . (B.14)
23Here we only display the i=1 component of the symplectic Majorana doublet, since the i=2 component
is obtained by imposing the reality condition (A.8).
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The second term vanishes owing to the half-BPS projection (B.9), and we are left with
∂ϕ ξ
1
+ = ∂ϕ ξ
1
− = 0 . (B.15)
In conclusion, the Killing spinors for the unbroken supersymmetries of the bosonic on-shell
half-BPS attractor background are simply constant on the S2. On H2, they satisfy the
generalized Killing spinor equation (B.10).
To solve explicitly for ξ1±, we use an Ansatz compatible with chirality and the half-BPS
projection. Using an explicit γ-matrix basis (see (A.6)), we write
ξ1+ =

0
g+(τ, η)
0
0
 , ξ1− =

g−(τ, η)
0
0
0
 . (B.16)
The (generalized) Killing spinor equation then implies the following first-order coupled
partial differential equations on g+ and g−
0 = 2 ∂τg+ − i cosh η g+ + sinh η g− , (B.17)
0 = 2 ∂τg− + i cosh η g− + sinh η g+ , (B.18)
0 = 2 ∂ηg+ + i g− , (B.19)
0 = 2 ∂ηg− − i g+ . (B.20)
Solving for g+ and g−, we obtain the following expression for ξ1±,
ξ1+ =

0
α e
1
2
i τ cosh
(η
2
)− iβ e− 12 i τ sinh(η2)
0
0
 , ξ1− =

β e−
1
2
i τ cosh
(η
2
)
+ iα e
1
2
i τ sinh
(η
2
)
0
0
0
 ,
(B.21)
where α and β are arbitrary complex constants.
Taking the γ-trace of the original gravitino variation (2.2) now gives the parameters
of the unbroken S-supersymmetries on the background,
κ1± :=
1
2
(
1l− i γ34) η1± = −
1
2
i /D ξ1∓ . (B.22)
Explicitly,
κ1+ =

0
iα e
1
2 i τ cosh
(η
2
)
+β e−
1
2 i τ sinh
(η
2
)
2
√
v1
0
0
 , κ1− =

iβ e−
1
2 i τ cosh
(η
2
)
−α e 12 i τ sinh
(η
2
)
2
√
v1
0
0
0
 . (B.23)
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Lastly, we can find the i = 2 components of the symplectic Majorana doublets by imposing
the symplectic Majorana condition (A.8):
ξ2+ =

0
0
iα¯ e−
1
2
i τ cosh
(η
2
)− β¯ e 12 i τ sinh(η2)
0
 , ξ2− =

0
0
0
−i β¯ e 12 i τ cosh(η2)− α¯ e− 12 i τ sinh(η2)
 ,
(B.24)
and
κ2+ =

0
0
α¯ e−
1
2 i τ cosh
(η
2
)
+i β¯ e
1
2 i τ sinh
(η
2
)
2
√
v1
0
 , κ2− =

− β¯ e
1
2 i τ cosh
(η
2
)
−i α¯ e− 12 i τ sinh
(η
2
)
2
√
v1
0
0
0
 .
(B.25)
In conclusion, the on-shell attractor background preserves four conformal supercharges,
encoded in the two complex chiral charges
Q+ := (ξi+)†Qi + (κi+)†Si , and Q− := (ξi−)†Qi + (κi−)†Si . (B.26)
In the main text, we will make use of the combinations
Q := Q+ +Q− , and Q˜ := Q+ −Q− , (B.27)
which we parameterize using commuting spinors ξi := ξi+ + ξ
i− and ξ˜ i := ξi+ − ξi− and the
corresponding κi and κ˜ i.
B.2 Isometry superalgebra of the attractor geometry
The superconformal symmetry of the on-shell half-BPS attractor background presented in
section 3 is the direct product su(1, 1|1)× su(2). It contains the bosonic subalgebra
su(1, 1)× u(1)R × su(2) , (B.28)
where the first factor is identified with the isometries of H2, the second with the R-
symmetry group, and the third with the S2 isometries. We denote the generators of su(1, 1)
by {L0, L±1}, and the generator of the u(1)R factor by R. The odd elements of the super-
algebra are the superconformal symmetries G± 1
2
and G± 1
2
, in accordance with standard
notation, cf. e.g. App. B in [16]. Their non-vanishing (anti-)commutation relations are[
L0, L±1
]
= ∓ L±1 ,
[
L+1, L−1
]
= 2L0 , (B.29)[
L0, G± 1
2
]
= ∓ 12 G± 12 ,
[
L±1, G∓ 1
2
]
= ±G± 1
2
, (B.30)[
L0, G± 1
2
]
= ∓ 12 G± 12 ,
[
L±1, G∓ 1
2
]
= ±G± 1
2
, (B.31)[
R, G± 1
2
]
= G± 1
2
,
[
R, G± 1
2
]
= −G± 1
2
, (B.32){
G± 1
2
, G± 1
2
}
= 2L±1 ,
{
G± 1
2
, G∓ 1
2
}
= 2L0 ±R . (B.33)
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The hermiticity properties are L†0 = L0, L
†
±1 = L∓1, R
† = R, and G†± 1
2
= G∓ 1
2
.
From this algebra, we see that the supercharge G+ := G 1
2
+G− 1
2
squares to 2L0 + R,
while G− := G− 1
2
+ G 1
2
squares to 2L0 − R, giving in both cases a compact symmetry
(L0 is a compact isometry of H2 while R is the U(1)R group). Therefore we can freely
choose either of the G± as our localizing supercharge. According to the background algebra
presented in (3.28), G+ corresponds to Q with β = 0 in the (ξi, κi) parameters of App.
B.1, while G− corresponds to Q with α = 0 in the (ξi, κi) parameters.
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